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Artis Q: Technological Advancements 
and Clinical Advantages

Introduction
The Artis Q® angiography system is a visionary break-
through in X-ray generation and detection that allows 
clear visualization of the smallest vessels and devices – 
static or in motion – even in challenging situations such 
as with obese patients and steep angulations. 3D imaging 
with Artis Q is approaching the quality of conventional 
CT, allowing visualization of small bleedings in the head 
and millimetric HCC (Hepatocellular carcinoma) lesions  
in the liver.   

Artis Q is powered by the new GIGALIX® X-ray tube. The 
GIGALIX was entirely designed around the unique flat-
emitter technology that enables powerful short X-ray 
pulses generated on small square-shaped focal spots. 
Hence, Artis Q takes performance and precision to an  
unprecedented level with sharper images and reduced 
motion artifacts. Low-dose imaging today is also a simple 
clinical reality in all anatomical regions with good image 
quality and ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) 
dose.

In addition to X-ray generation, high sensitivity of X-ray 
detection is crucial for high image quality. Artis Q is avail-
able with a new optimized large detector with high dynamic 
range. This detector is especially designed to deliver high 
image quality with syngo DynaCT®. The 16 bit analog/ 
digital converter enables a high dynamic range, leading 
to enhanced soft-tissue contrast in 3D imaging. As the 
entire imaging chain is tuned to 16 bit, the full gray-value 
information is carried through. This is the basis for the final 
3D reconstructed image and allows visualization of small 
bleedings in the head and tiny HCC lesions in the liver. 

Previously in syngo DynaCT imaging, neighboring pixels 
were combined (2x2) during detector readout to achieve 
an optimal balance of spatial resolution, image noise, 
image contrast, and reconstruction time. syngo DynaCT 
Micro makes it possible to read out images one-to-one 
without any binning and provides higher resolution with 
flat detectors. This allows clear visualization of even the 
smallest vessels and devices, for example in the field of  
interventional neuroradiology. 

Answers for life.
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The conventional emitter technology in medical X-ray  
applications is the helix-shaped Tungsten filament. The 
more technologically advanced flat emitters used in  
Artis Q are superior to the standard filament technology. 
Flat emitters are much thicker and can therefore emit 
more electrons, handle higher temperatures, and create 
higher power. The square-shaped focal spots of flat emit-
ters enable enhanced resolution in all dimensions. The  
GIGALIX X-ray tube is also unique with its micro focus  
of 0.3 (IEC 60336) which creates significantly sharper  
images compared to larger foci.

High cooling capacity  
The new anode design with 140 mm diameter, 200 Hz  
rotation frequency, 75 m/s anode track speed, as well  
as efficient liquid bearing enables the cooling capacity  
of 1.52 MHU/min. The anode cooling capacity ideally  
complements the high power of the flat emitter on the 
cathode side. This allows to keep the optimal kV level for 
a longer time to achieve highest possible image contrast 
even with steep angulations or obese patients.

Higher maximum tube current  
The short pulse with grid pulsing helps avoid motion  
artifacts, optimize visibility, and reduce dose. The maxi-
mum tube current with Artis Q is higher than with previ-
ous systems. The new flat emitter technology enables 
high currents in fluoroscopy (250 mA) and acquisition 
(1000 mA). As a result of higher maximum tube current 
and smaller square-shaped focal spots, the X-ray spectra 
of the GIGALIX X-ray tube yields a higher intensity (rela-
tive photon number). The higher intensity can be used  
for higher prefilter thickness, creating a significantly  
narrower spectrum and decreasing the patient entrance 
air kerma while maintaining the same image quality.

Thanks to the flat emitters, the high-performance GIGALIX 
X-ray tube, the high dynamic range (HDR) detector, and 
an improved imaging chain, all applications with Artis Q ‒ 
ranging from cardiac to radiology to surgery – can benefit 
from imaging at a lower dose and increased image quality.

Flat Emitter and the GIGALIX X-ray Tube

1.  All foci of the GIGALIX X-ray tube are flat emitters with  
a square-shaped focal spot that allow higher power compared  
to conventional filament emitters. 

2a. Filament tube with rectangular-shaped focal spot

2b. Flat emitter tube with square-shaped focal spot

The GIGALIX X-ray tube of Artis Q increases the visibility of small  
vessels or coronary stents, for example, up to 70%* compared to  
previous X-ray tube technology.

* Compared to standard filament technology. Data on file.



Flat Emitter and the GIGALIX X-ray Tube Sharper images and fewer motion artifacts in  
2D DSA images from head to toe.
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3a. Lateral head DSA showing ICA and middle cerebral artery. 

3b. AP head DSA showing the posterior circulation. AVM after partial embolization.

4a, b.  Cardiac cine showing left main, left anterior descending, and left circumflex artery. 

4a 4b

3a

Courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany 

3b

Courtesy of Kantonsspital St. Gallen, Switzerland

Images courtesy of the Valley Private Hospital, Australia

2a. Filament tube with rectangular-shaped focal spot
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5a. Liver DSA in arterial phase.

5b. Liver DSA showing multiple HCC lesions in arterial phase.

5b5a

Courtesy of Vivalia CSL Arlon, Belgium Courtesy of St. Vincents University Hospital, Ireland

6. Right renal artery DSA showing proximal stenosis.

6

Courtesy of Vivalia CSL Arlon, Belgium

7. 2D DSA showing distal tibial, peroneal  
arteries plantar arch and its branches. 

7

Courtesy of OLVG Amsterdam, Netherlands
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8. Influence of X-ray tube on image quality and dose: More peak power and higher tube current allow lower patient entrance dose  
due to higher prefilter without affecting the image quality. The image shows the visualization of a stent as the prefiltering changes 
gradually from 0 to 0.9 mm. The patient entrance dose decreases from 15 mGy/min to 4 mGy/min for constant detector entrance dose. 
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70 kV, 0.0 mm Cu
0.086 mAs, 15 mGy/min

64 kV, 0.3 mm Cu
0.406 mAs, 6 mGy/min

67 kV, 0.1 mm Cu
0.157 mAs, 9 mGy/min

60 kV, 0.6 mm Cu
1.29 mAs, 5 mGy/min

58 kV, 0.9 mm Cu
3.36 mAs, 4 mGy/min

65 kV, 0.2 mm Cu
0.253 mAs, 7 mGy/min
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Enhanced image quality at lower dose

9a, b. Flat emitters together with grid pulsing allow shorter, more efficient pulses with higher intensity, which 
can reduce the patient entrance dose in angiographic 2D and 3D imaging. 

9a. Head DSA exam with a detector entrance dose of 340 nGy/frame at 32 cm FoV. 

9b. A liver DSA image that shows multiple hepatocellular carcinoma lesions with a dose of 370 nGy/frame  
at 48 cm FoV. Both images show good image quality at ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) dose. 

9a 9b

Courtesy of University of Magdeburg Courtesy of Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

370 nGy/frame340 nGy/frame



10a, b. The left anterior descending coronary artery imaged with a detector entrance dose of 169 nGy/frame (left)  
and 90 nGy/frame (right). Diagnostically, the two images show comparable image quality.

10c. Left anterior descending and left circumflex artery with a detector entrance dose of only 78 nGy/frame. 

10d. Right coronary artery with a detector entrance dose of 78 nGy/frame.

10c 10d

6

Images courtesy of Sunshine Coast University Private Hospital, Australia

Images courtesy of the Valley Private Hospital, Australia

10b10a

169 nGy/frame

78 nGy/frame 78 nGy/frame

90 nGy/frame
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Measurements are based on Siemens standard organ programs with automatic copper prefiltration.
*SID = source to image distance    **PMMA: Polymethylmethacrylate is an acrylic glass that is used to simulate patient tissue thickness

Phantom measurements showing dose reductions  
using standard low-dose organ programs

11a.  Cardiac fluoro, measurement of air kerma rate

Cardiac air kerma and air kerma rate comparison 
at the interventional reference point, measured 
with an as20 detector, an SID* of 100 cm, and full 
detector format (25 cm).

Neuro air kerma and air kerma rate comparison at 
the interventional reference point, measured with 
an as40 HDR detector, an SID* of 100 cm, and full 
detector format (48 cm).
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12a. Neuro fluoro, measurement of air kerma rate
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12b. Neuro DSA, measurement of air kerma
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The purpose of any medical imaging detector is to effi-
ciently absorb the impinging X-ray flux and convert this 
flux into a geometry, conserving imaging signals. In gen-
eral, one should keep the unavoidable additional electronic 
noise generated during the numerous conversion and 
amplification steps to a minimum while maintaining the 
levels of spatial and contrast resolution that are required 
for the respective applications. Detective quantum effi-
ciency (DQE) is a fundamental physical parameter which 
describes a detector’s ability to efficiently convert the 
X-ray radiation at its input into a useful image signal at  
its output. The HDR flat detector of Artis Q has surpassed 
all previous DQE levels.

Indirect conversion process of X-ray radiation  
Siemens flat detectors use an indirect conversion process 
for converting X-ray radiation into electric charge. This  
involves converting the X-ray radiation into light first, and 
then using the absorption of this light to generate electric 
charge. The photo absorption of the X-ray quantum gen-
erates a high energy electron. While losing energy in the 
scintillator material, the electron creates a large number 
of electron-hole pairs, which in turn finally recombine to 
produce photons in the visible range (1). This light sub-
sequently strikes the photodiode where it is converted to 
electric charge. The scintillator used in HDR detectors is 
cesium iodide (CsI) with a thickness of 750 µm compared 
to 550 µm with previous generation flat detectors. The 
thickened scintillator layer is one of the factors improving 
the DQE.

Improved imaging chain  
The new HDR flat detector of Artis Q has a 16 bit analog-
digital conversion, which results in 65,000 differentiable 
gray levels. This is four times more gray values compared 
to conventional systems. The higher bit depth produces 
improved contrast resolution in 3D. This feature together 
with the improved detector 3D performance allows more 
accurate reconstruction, resulting in excellent clinical  
3D imaging. 

Another important improvement is that the refresh rate 
of the detector has reached a full 270 Hz. Furthermore, 
the improvement in the electronics has also boosted the 
homogeneity of the detector, resulting in almost artifact-
free images with a resolution of up to 2480 x 1920 pixels. 

Better detection of intracranial hemorrhage
When used in interventional neuroradiology, syngo  
DynaCT with HDR detector enables detection or exclusion 
of intracranial hemorrhage and hydrocephalus within the 
angio suite (2) (3). The use of this technology can facilitate 
the management of neuro endovascular complications. 
With the new 16 bit detector, detection of bleedings has 
been improved and even subtle acute subarachnoid bleed-
ings have been diagnosed in some cases. Also, the first 
signs of an ischemic stroke seem to be more visible with 
the new Artis Q.

Approaching CT-like contrast resolution in interven-
tional radiology  
In interventional radiology, syngo DynaCT provides the 
3D information required to create an anatomic survey for 
treatment planning that delineates a patient’s vascular 
anatomy and accounts for vascular structures, the associ-
ated parenchyma, and the target lesion (4). This ability 
enables more selective catheterizations, which may improve 
the safety and efficacy of interventions by depositing 
therapeutic agents more selectively (5).

Today, with the latest Artis Q technology, the soft-tissue 
contrast resolution of contrast-enhanced syngo DynaCT is 
approaching that of conventional multislice CT. In the inter-
ventional suite, C-arm cone-beam CT is already being used 
to identify parenchymal lesions that DSA cannot adequately 
depict. Because syngo DynaCT provides soft-tissue infor-
mation, the operator can still selectively treat lesions that 
are difficult to visualize in DSA but that can be visualized 
with other conventional imaging modalities (CT or MR  
imaging) and would potentially not have been feasible to 
treat with DSA alone. When syngo DynaCT is used in chemo-
embolization procedures that employ ethiodized oil as part 
of the therapeutic regimen, it can also help assess whether 
a therapeutic end point has been achieved after the inter-
vention. HDR detectors with 16 bit readout and four times 
more gray scale have improved the image quality in all the 
mentioned applications.

High Dynamic Range (HDR) Flat Detector 

13.  The thicker cesium iodide layer (scintillator) of 750 microns 
improves the DQE.

X-Rays

Detector Matrix

Data

Scintillator



16 bit HDR detector with four times higher bit depth  
and improved detector performance produces contrast  
resolution approaching conventional CT imaging.

14a, b, c, d. syngo DynaCT head images showing subarachnoid (13a and 13b) and parenchymal bleeding  
(14c and 14d).

14a 14b

14c 14d

99

Images courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany
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15a, b. HCC patient. syngo DynaCT MPR images before chemoembolization show contrast resolution approaching 
conventional CT imaging.

16. syngo DynaCT provides soft-tissue information and supports detection of lesions which are difficult to visualize  
in DSA. syngo DynaCT thin MIP images of HCC patients show the detailed anatomy and small HCC lesions which could 
have proved difficult to embolize with only 2D DSA images.

15a 15b

16

Images courtesy of Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany

Images courtesy of Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany



17a, b.  After spine surgery, visualization of the screws for spine fusion has improved due to less artifacts and improved 3D image quality.

17c. The relationship between the metal implants, screws, plates, etc., and the surrounding vessels can be demonstrated clearly.  
The image shows the femoral vessels and their relationship to the cannulated screw stabilizing the femur head.

17b 17c

17a

Improved 3D imaging for surgical planning and  
post-surgical evaluation.

Courtesy of Cliniques Universitaires St. Luc Brussels, Belgium

Courtesy of OLVG Amsterdam, NetherlandsCourtesy of Cliniques Universitaires St. Luc Brussels, Belgium
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Typically in 3D imaging, several pixels are combined into 
one. The resolution is lower, but the images can be obtained 
faster. syngo DynaCT Micro now makes it possible to read 
out images one-to-one in a shorter clinically acceptable 
time period. syngo DynaCT Micro enables the acquisition 
of 3D data sets using 1x1 binning with a field of view (FoV) 
of 22 cm (Zoom 3). The images are captured in a non-
binned mode, as opposed to the 2x2 pixel binning typically 
used to offer superior contrast resolution for soft-tissue 
imaging with syngo DynaCT. The source projection frames 
are acquired in a 1024 x 1024 matrix, covering an approx-
imately 155 mm x 155 mm FoV and reaching a spatial  
resolution of 140 µm. syngo DynaCT Micro together with 
the grid-pulsed flat emitter technology of Artis Q enables 
higher spatial resolution and sharper syngo DynaCT images 
compared to all previous systems. 

Clinical applications 
syngo DynaCT can be used to improve the visualization  
of intracranial and extracranial stents in patients (6). 
syngo DynaCT Micro with increased spatial resolution has 
improved stent strut visualization and demonstrates the 
relationship of the stent to the arterial walls and aneurysm 
better than syngo DynaCT alone. 

Better visualization without binning  
Image quality of syngo DynaCT Micro in temporal-bone 
imaging is superior to that of syngo DynaCT due to 1x1 
binning and increased spatial resolution. Particularly well-
visualized structures include the ossicular chain, bony 
labyrinth of the inner ear, internal cochlear anatomy, and 
the facial nerve (7). Also, evidence suggests there is bet-
ter visualization of cochlear implants as well as less metal 
artifacts.

New application areas  
syngo DynaCT Micro may also prove useful for the eval-
uation of inner and middle ear implant positioning and 
the definition of high-contrast postsurgical change and 
structural anatomy within the lateral skull base.

syngo DynaCT Micro has also opened the door to new  
application areas. Wrist imaging with contrast is slowly 
establishing itself as an application which may be an alter-
native to MR in the future. Lacrimal duct and paranasal 
sinus syngo DynaCT is superior to CT in spatial resolution, 
providing detailed anatomical information not only of the 
lacrimal duct but also of the surrounding bony and soft 
tissues.

syngo DynaCT Micro

18.  1x1 binning provides signals from each pixel separately and 
allows higher spatial resolution compared to 2x2 binning. 

1x1 Binning2x2 Binning



19a, b. syngo DynaCT Micro shows minimal intimal hyperplasia after flow diverter placement. 

19c. Double stent visualization after aneurysm treatment. syngo DynaCT Micro shows the relationship between 
the stents in a very detailed manner. 

19d. syngo DynaCT thin MIP result showing the flow diverter and its relationship to the internal carotid artery. 
Visualization of the stent struts has improved with syngo DynaCT Micro. 

19b

19c 19d

13131313

Images courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany

Courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany Courtesy of Semmes Murphy Clinic, United States 
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21. Cochlear implants after operation can be visualized with fewer  
artifacts thanks to improved syngo Dyna3D and syngo DynaCT Micro.

21

Courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany

20. Visualization of the ossicular chain has substantially improved with syngo DynaCT Micro.  
20a. Demonstrates the tympanic membrane and the stapes.  
20b. Displacement of the head of malleus is seen clearly.

Images courtesy of University of Magdeburg, Germany

22. Wrist arthrography using syngo DynaCT Micro is superior to CT in spatial resolution and diagnostically comparable to MR  
for soft-tissue pathologies. Triangular fibrocartilage tear is seen equally well with MR (22a) and syngo DynaCT Micro (22b).

Images courtesy of Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany

20a 20b

22a 22b
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23a

23. syngo DynaCT Micro imaging of the paranasal sinuses and lacrimal duct.  
MPR views show stenosis of the left lacrimal duct.

Images courtesy of Kantonsspital St. Gallen, Switzerland

23c23b

Conclusion
Artis Q with its new generation X-ray tube and flat  
detector has further improved 2D and 3D imaging while 
at the same time decreasing dose. Improvements in 
syngo DynaCT and 3D results are expected to pave the 
way for new applications in the future. Examples include 
a new, one-stop-shop approach to the stroke patient.  
This means diagnostic imaging and – if necessary ‒ endo-
vascular treatment in the same angiography suite.

The improved spatial resolution of syngo DynaCT Micro ‒ 
higher than what can be achieved in CT ‒ may lead to 
changes in the choice of imaging modalities. syngo DynaCT 
Micro wrist and temporal bone imaging seem to be even 
more detailed and informative than CT today. Future soft-
ware developments based on the Artis Q architecture will 
possibly bring additional solutions to the daily challenges 
in the world of interventional procedures, making them 
simpler and less time consuming.
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